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IN THE HIGH COURT OF MADHYA PRADESH
AT JABALPUR
BEFORE
HON'BLE SHRI JUSTICE DWARKA DHISH BANSAL
ON THE 11th OF MAY, 2022

CIVIL REVISION No. 111 of 2020
Between:ANIL KUMAR JAIN, AGED ABOUT 49 YEARS, R/O
1025, DIXITPURA, JABALPUR (M.P.)

.....APPLICANT
(BY SHRI SANJAY KUMAR JAIN, ADVOCATE)

AND
1.

MANIRAM SINGRAHA S/O LATE BRAJLAL
SINGRAHA, AGED ABOUT 52 YEARS, R/O
MOHALLA RANI DURGAWATI WARD, B.T.
TIRAHA GARHA, JABALPUR.

2.

SMT. SANDHYA RANI DUBEY W/O SHRI VIJAY
KUMAR DUBEY, AGED ABOUT 38 YEARS, R/O
UKHCHARI ROAD INFRONT OF MARGHATAI
JABALPUR.

3.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER,
JABALPUR
DEVELOPMENT
AUTHORITY MADHATAL
JABALPUR

4.

SMT. SUNITA DEVI SINGH W/O SHRI
JAISHANKAR SINGH, AGED ABOUT 42 YEARS,
R/O 34 STATE BANK COLONY NEAR RAILWAY
CROSSING HATHITAL JABALPUR (M.P.)

5.

PAWAN KUMAR JAIN S/O LATE S.K JAIN, AGED
ABOUT 50 YEARS, R/O SHEETALPURI COLONY
UKHRI ROAD BALDEOBAG, JABALPUR.

6.

SMT. SAPNA CHOUDHARY W/O SHRI VISHAL
CHOUDHARY, AGED ABOUT 40 YEARS, R/O
DARHAI CHOURAHA NEAR CHOUDHARY
MANDIR, JABALPUR.

Signature
Not
SAN
Verified
Digitally signed by
KRISHAN KUMAR
CHOUKSEY
Date: 2022.05.13
15:29:13 IST

.....RESPONDENTS
(SHRI SIDHARTH SHARMA, ADVOCATE FOR RESPONDENT NO.3
)
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(SHRI R. P. KHARE,ADVOCATE FOR RESPONDENT NO.4 )
(NONE FOR RESPONDENT NO.1, 5 AND 6 THOUGH SERVED)

Th is revision coming on for hearing this day, the court passed the
following:
ORDER

Heard.
The applicant has filed this Civil Revision under Section 115 of CPC
against the order dated 24.2.2020 passed by 21st Civil Judge, Class-I, Jabalpur
in M.J.C. No.976/2019 rejecting his application filed under Section 151 of CPC
holding that the same is not maintainable.
2.

Order sheet dated 6.8.2019 of learned trial Court shows that

respondent No.2 Smt. Sandhya Rani was not present when the suit was
dismissed for want of payment of requisite Court fee, therefore, in view of
order 41 Rule 14 (4) of CPC service of notice on her is not necessary.
3.

Learned counsel for the applicant submits that he instituted a suit

for specific performance of agreement of sale, on which Court fee of
Rs.1,25,000/- (Rs.One Lakh Twenty Five Thousand) was required to be paid
but due to non-payment of requisite Court fee the suit was dismissed vide order
dated 6.8.2019 consequent upon dismissal of his application for taking the
court fee on record filed under Section 149 r/w Section 151 of CPC. He
submits that the applicant instead of filing First Appeal against the order dated
6.8.2019, filed an application under Section 151 of CPC with a prayer to restore
the Civil Suit and to permit the plaintiff to pay the court fee. Aforesaid prayer
was opposed by the learned counsel for respondents/defendants No.3 and 4
by filing written reply and prayed for rejection of the application.
4.

Learned counsel for the applicant submits that before learned trial

Court in support of his contention he placed reliance on a decision in the case
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of Ajab Singh Vs. Amar Singh 2000 (1) MPWN 77 with the contention that
even after dismissal of suit under Order 7 Rule 11 of CPC on the ground of
non-payment of requisite court fee, the application under Section 151 of CPC
can be filed for restoration of suit along with requisite Court fee but the learned
Court below has on the basis of decision in the case of Smt. Triveni Devi Vs.
Dr. J.P.Sharma, 1995 (2) MPWN 156 dismissed the application only on the
ground of maintainability without properly considering the law laid down by this
Court in the case of Ajab Singh (Supra) whereas the decision in the case of
Smt. Triveni Devi (Supra) is not applicable at all to the facts of the present case.
He submits that the case of Ajab Singh (Supra) was relied upon in the case of
Pravesh Pathak and others Vs. Shakuntala Sharma and others reported in 2016
(1) MPLJ 358 and also in the case of Jagdeesh Vs. Narayan and another in
M.P.No.1132/2017 decided on 22.2.2018, but the prayer of the applicant to
take the requisite court fee on record, has been rejected by the impugned order
dated 24.2.2020. In view of the aforesaid he submits that this revision be
allowed and the plaintiff be permitted to pay the requisite court fee which is
available with the plaintiff.
5.

Learned counsel for respondent No.3 and 4 oppose the prayer

made on behalf of the applicant contending that learned Court below has rightly
rejected the application and there is no illegality in the impugned order.
6.

Heard the learned counsel for the parties at length and perused the

record.
7.

Bare perusal of the impugned order dated 24.2.2022 shows that

the application filed under Section 151 of CPC has been dismissed only on the
ground of maintainability and previous order dated 6.8.2019 also shows that the
suit was dismissed/rejected under Order 7 Rule 11 of CPC for want of payment
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of requisite Court fees.
8.

In view of the law laid down by this Court in the case of Ajab

Singh (Supra) wherein the decision in the case of Padmalaya Panda Vs.
Masinath Mohanty AIR 1990 Orissa 102 (DB) was considered, which has also
been relied on in the case of Pravesh Pathak and others Vs. Smt. Shakuntala
Sharma and others, 2016 (1) MPLJ 358 and also in the case of Jagdeesh Vs.
Narayan and another decided on 22.2.2018 in M.P.No.1132/2017, whereby the
application under Section 151 of CPC was found to be maintainable despite the
fact that order allowing the application under Order 7 Rule 11 of CPC is
appealable like a decree under Section 96 of CPC.
9.

While considering the scope of Section 151 CPC, Division Bench

of Orissa High Court has in para 4 held as under:

"4. The matter can be also approached from a
different angle. The limitation for application of
Section 151 of the Code has been precisely stated in
the Full Bench decision of this Court reported in AIR
1980 Orissa 162 (E.I.D. Parry Ltd. v. M/s. Agro Sales
and Service). Their Lordships have held that once a
statutory provision has been made to cover a given
field, application of inherent powers would stand
regulated and in case statutory law covers the entire
field, application of inherent powers would stand
excluded. The Code no doubt makes a provision for
appeal to a higher court against an order rejecting a
plaint under Order 7, Rule 11, C.P.C. for non-payment
of court fee, but there is no provision in the Code for
redress in the very same Court. Thus the applicability
of inherent powers of the court does not stand
excluded. Our conclusion, therefore, is that the
inherent powers of the court was available for
restoration of the suit by setting aside the order of
rejection of the plaint if sufficient cause is shown and
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the learned trial court having failed to exercise the
said jurisdiction, the order is revisable."
10.

This Court minutely considered the decision in the case of

Triveni Devi (Supra), which has not considered the question of maintainability
of the application filed under Section 151 of CPC for restoration of the suit,
dismissed for want of payment of requisite court fee. Surprisingly, learned
Court below has not followed binding precedent of this Court in the case of
Ajab Singh (Supra) which has further been relied on in the later decisions in the
case of Pravesh Pathak (Supra) and Jagdeesh (Supra).
11.

From bare perusal of the impugned order, it is clear that learned

Court below has not carefully considered both the decisions in the case of Ajab
Singh (Supra) and Smt. Triveni Devi (Supra). Resultantly, the impugned order
is not sustainable in view of aforesaid settled and concurrent view of this Court.
12.

Consequently, this Civil Revision is hereby allowed with a

direction to learned trial Court to restore the civil suit and if the applicant
submits requisite court fee on the fixed date for that purpose before the trial
Court then the same shall be taken on record. Failing which trial Court shall be
at liberty to pass appropriate order in that regard. Parties are directed to remain
present before the trial Court on 20.6.2022.

(DWARKA DHISH BANSAL)
JUDGE
kkc

